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Introduction 
So I was flipping through the new Game Programming Gems 4. There is a black and white 
image of a church or something which is pretty empty except for some candles and a guy in 
the back. (And there is a color version of the same thing stuck in the upper right corner, so 
that probably explains why it made it to the color plates.) Anyway, it looks a little like a 
cartoon and also kind of gothic. I don’t care too much for this goth stuff, but my significant 
other does and spotted it right away. 

So my significant other got interested and we checked out the article it was from. Strange 
title, something about printing in real time and doing fast and simple shading. Fast and simple 
sounded good to me. Turns out they used the demo level that came with a game engine. No 
problem, I downloaded the thing, fired it up, and the significant other was disappointed. Why? 
Well, it looked like the color image in that upper right corner. Not gothic enough for her. 
Great. I thought I could hack the renderer the way the authors of the article had done, but they 
include only about 10 lines of code. Not good when you try to impress her so she knows why 
you always need the latest graphics board. 

So I googled and see that one of the guys has actually done a PhD on that stuff! Unbelievable! 
But maybe there are all a bunch of hackers where he comes from. Anyway, I found an alpha 
version of his thesis hidden on the web someplace which I now want to talk about. To tell you 
right up front: not much code in there, either. 

What’s in it 
First of all, the thesis is fortunately pretty short. And Bert, the author, is all about something 
he calls “non-photorealistic rendering.” Sounds like a Photoshop plug-in, doesn’t it? But he 
seems to think that it should be everywhere. Because artists would really dig that and stuff. 
The examples he shows are the games Cel Damage and XIII which I think to be a little bit too 
artsy. I prefer the rust-and-grease look, you know, fat rendering. 

Bert starts out his book with his oh-so-great contributions to the world, of which he identifies 
19. And lists them one after the other like in a patent application, so that when somebody says 
that one of the claims is bullshit you can still point to the other ones and hope that he can’t 
dismiss all of them. He kind of makes up for it with the 8 pages of cartoon images right in the 
beginning although there were some strange cartoons in there I had never heard of. 

There is a whole chapter on graphics cards and their capabilities, although I have seen better 
on Tom’s Hardware. Actually, it is neither a buyer’s nor a programmer’s guide, so I don’t 
really see what the point is. In the next chapter, he tells about what you have to do to paint in 
black and white. Pretty long list, maybe that is why even the game “Black and White” is in 
color. 

What I then read got me kind of exited. This whole black and white graphics stuff is only an 
excuse to hack the hell out of some graphics boards from NVIDIA, ATI, and 3D Labs. The 
whole text actually reads like somebody is trying to get a PhD for hacking in 3D what the 
Amiga Blitter was for 2D. 

Anyway, to get those cards to churn out black and white images, Bert shows that you have to 
do some straight talking to them. He does so with Assembler code that runs on the cards 
themselves. Way to go. And the Assembler code looks a little like C because that is all kids 
know nowadays. And everybody yells “Standards, standards!” so Bert has to use Open GL to 



smuggle the code onto the card. But he does, he is the man. (And he could have used DirectX 
as well, he can program Assembler in all APIs.) 

His hacker attitude also shows in his primitive stroke texture file format. Just good old floats 
and integers separated by spaces. Maybe he is trying to tell us that you don’t need no stinkin’ 
XML for that. Finally, he really goes wild and does some programming in a language named 
after the sound a mouse makes. 

Bert then goes on to show that you have to paint one boring line over the other to get this 
weird look. And he paints them any which way: the standard way in Open GL, then as 
textures, then he tries to have some lines not painted. And what does he get out of all that? A 
birdie, a dotsy horsie, and a housie. Nothing anybody would use as a desktop wallpaper, so 
much is clear. Maybe he’s got kids. 

So he takes another swing. And uses even more fancy words to describe his hacking. But the 
hacking is actually pretty cool, he uses mipmaps, you know, where you have textures in 
different resolutions set up and the graphics card chooses the one which looks best for the 
current position of the texture. Standard stuff. But what Bert does is that the doesn’t let the 
graphics card set up the mipmap levels but does it himself! Didn’t even know you could do 
that. Anyway, he’s finally got some cool looking desktop patterns. 

So far he has just gone crazy on hacking vertexes and textures. Now he wants to set every 
darn pixel himself. The images he gets out of that look boring again, I mean, lines on that 
stupid teapot they already used in my graphics class, come on, but at least the code is cool.  

Anyway, finally some real applications at the end of the text! A game! Blowing the textures 
off the monsters! Not. Just the guy in the church from the book again. Which doesn’t even 
look good on LCDs, Bert says. And another church from the outside. 

What can I say? I like the guy’s attitude. Graphics hacking and stuff. Great for demos. And I 
guess you have to do this children’s spelling book-style graphics so that you get your thesis 
past the committee. But couldn’t he at least set up a Sourceforge project so that people could 
do some real stuff with his code? And he doesn’t tell you how to do sound. You need that for 
a good demo. Man, the stuff we did on the Amiga back then! And we didn’t try to get a PhD 
from it. 


